BECOME A MEMBER…
AND FOLLOW IN
SIR RICHARD WALLACE’S
FOOTSTEPS

AN ACT OF
PHILANTHROPY
Sir Richard and Lady Wallace generously
left one of the greatest bequests of art
in history to the British Nation, including
all 5,700 works that form the Wallace
Collection. Their intentions were for all
visitors to gain the same joy from these
works as they had always done. Every day
we work to the best of our ability to fulfl
their wishes, but we need your help.
By becoming a Member of the Wallace you
can follow in Sir Richard and Lady Wallace’s
footsteps and support the continuation of
their great gesture of philanthropy. Your
membership helps us not only to open the
Collection to the public, but also to bring
it to life through vital research, education
and community work, exhibitions and
conservation projects.
As part of your membership, you will
receive a number of exclusive benefts
as well as the opportunity to get more
involved with the museum.
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Vase ‘à tête d’éléphant’ (one of a pair, detail)
Manufacture de Sèvres
France, 1757
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Statuette of an Acrobat
Attributed to Barthélemy Prieur
France, c. 1600

EXCLUSIVE
BENEFITS
Join a group of peers who share a passion
for art and history, while enjoying a range
of exclusive benefts as a Member of the
Wallace Collection:
— FREE UNLIMITED ENTRY
TO EXHIBITIONS
for card holders.
— SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE EVENTS
ranging from Lectures with the
Wallace Collection’s specialists to
tours and previews of our exhibitions.
— CONCESSION RATES
on a wide range of Wallace Collection
public events including concerts, Friday
Lates, lectures and art classes
— 10% DISCOUNT
in our museum and online shop and
restaurant*
— 15% DISCOUNT
on all ofcial Wallace Collection prints
from the picture library
— BIANNUAL SUPPORTERS’
MAGAZINE AND REGULAR EMAILS
which include all the latest news
about forthcoming Wallace Collection
exhibitions, events and special
fundraising projects
— WHAT’S ON
in the post so that you will never miss
a gallery talk on your favourite topic
* Not applicable to shipping fees;
discount in the restaurant will only be
applied to the frst £50 spent per visit.
Please note that the Members’ benefts
may be subject to change.
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Plate depicting Glaucus and Scylla (detail)
Francesco Xanto Avelli da Rovigo (painter)
Italy, 1535

FURTHER
INFORMATION
For more information on how
you can support the Wallace
Collection, please contact the
Development Department:
+44 (0)20 7563 9538
members@wallacecollection.org

The Wallace Collection
Hertford House
Manchester Square
London W1U 3BN
United Kingdom
Admission free
Open 7 days a week 10am – 5pm
W wallacecollection.org
@wallacemuseum
@wallacecollection
@wallacemuseum

